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Filled with striking, natural-world photographs and insightful quotations, National Geographic's latest

inspirational book takes on the most timeless and universal of topics: gratitude. Illuminating the

diverse elements that make life precious, this book invites readers to savor what's really

important--from friends and family to adventure and success to the simple comforts of home. For

anyone interested in celebrating, reflecting on, and sharing the gift of appreciation, this beautiful

book will be a keepsake to treasure every day of the year.
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What a beautiful book. I start the day off each morning reading the daily message/quote and taking

in the extraordinary images only National Geographic photographers can capture! Love the

simplicity of focusing on a message and carrying the message through the day. Have given these

as gifts for birthdays, housewarmings, or when someone needs a little lift!

This is a beautiful book..one that reminds of of the wonderful things for which we are reminded to be

grateful.I have bought several of these books as gifts . I was disappointed that the last book arrived

with the cover torn and I don't want to give it to a friend this way.

Gorgeous book, gorgeous photographs, inspiring / thought-provoking quotes for every day of the

year. A good companion to the other books in this outstanding series. Highly recommended



Daily Gratitude is a beautiful book of quotes and gorgeous National Geographic photographs. I

gavecopies to nearly everyone on my Christmas list: to my grown children and several friends.When

my husband saw it, he asked me to order one for us. I believe the youngmen in the family enjoyed it

as much as the women.

I bought this treasure for my good friend for Christmas. The photographs are really lovely and the

quotes inspiring. My friend just loved it. It's a pretty book and certainly can become a table-top

treasure!

Is fun, and it has some great quotes; the pictures are amazing! But is lacking; some of the quotes

are senseless and is like they didn't try to hard to find them. If your are looking for some gratitude

book I would buy "Gratitude works: a 21 program..." by Robert A Emmons. It change my way of

viewing life; if you do all exercises.

This is quite simply a very beautiful book. Each day offers a lovely photo and a short, but often

profound quote,from a variety of sources.It is an affordable, thoughtful gift for the people in your life

who want to start the day with an inspirational message. I've bought 6 of them, because it's one of

the nicest gifts you can give.

WOW! Beautiful and inspiring. Absolutely a great deal fro under $10. Get it. Great gifts. Bought four

copies after reading first 30 quotes
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